A new radio frequency interference (RFI) filter algorithm for weather radars is proposed in the twodimensional (2D) range-time/sample-time domain. Its operation in 2D space allows RFI detection at lower interference-to-noise or interference-to-signal ratios compared to filters working only in the sample-time domain while maintaining very low false alarm rates. Simulations and real weather radar data with RFI are used to perform algorithm comparisons. Results are consistent with theoretical considerations and show the 2D RFI filter to be a promising addition to the signal processing arsenal against interference with weather radars. Increased computational burden is the only drawback relative to filters currently used by operational systems.
Introduction
The radio frequency (RF) spectrum is a global resource that is under increasing demand by various parties. It is used for communications, remote sensing, navigation, etc., by public (military and civilian) and private sectors alike. Although there are national and international regulations and enforcement agencies that are meant to keep systems isolated from each other, the push to add more devices that utilize the RF spectrum has often resulted in unwanted interference. Of particular concern to the meteorology community is the significant uptick in RF interference (RFI) to weather radars from wireless telecommunication devices in the last decade (Saltikoff et al. 2016) . RFI can prevent the retrieval of meteorological information by a weather radar in affected azimuthal sectors and present false data that might be mistaken for actual atmospheric observations. Ideally, regulations would be in place and effectively enforced such that RFI does not occur at all. However, as this is not the reality, we need to develop and implement the best possible means for mitigating the effects of RFI on weather radar data. This report documents an investigation of a potential new technique for RFI filtering.
Current weather radars have varying requirements and capabilities for RFI removal. For example, the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) specifications call for detection and flagging of asynchronous RF pulse interference (FAA 1995) . This requirement is currently met by a single pulse anomaly detection filter applied to in-phase and quadrature (I&Q) time series data; the flagged pulses are replaced by interpolated values based on the adjacent pulses (Vaisala 2016) . The Weather Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D), more commonly known as the Next Generation Weather Radar (NEXRAD), does not have a requirement for RFI detection and filtering, and none is currently implemented. It is, therefore, very susceptible to even low duty cycle pulsed interference.
As for federal regulations, the Radar Spectrum Engineering Criteria (RSEC), published by the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), includes only a recommendation that radar systems operating in the 2700-2900-MHz band, of which NEXRAD is one type, should have provisions to suppress asynchronous pulsed interference (NTIA 2015) . The range of conditions under which such suppression should be effective is [measured at the intermediate frequency (IF) receiver output] 1) peak interference-tonoise ratio (INR) , 50 dB, 2) pulse width of 0.5-4.0 ms, and 3) pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 100-2000 Hz. Note that these conditions cover only low duty cycles (#0.8%) and that the RFI suppression by the receiver is only a recommendation, not a requirement.
Looking to the future, there will be ever more incentive to maximize the RF spectrum usage efficiency of devices and networks. While there are RF bands that are reserved for federal government operations, there is mounting pressure to release parts of these bands for commercial use. The monetary value of RF spectrum windows suitable for commercial exploitation is, indeed, sky high, and clearly more bandwidth made available to the public is desirable for economic growth. The government itself realizes this, as exemplified by the White House memorandum declaring that 500 MHz of the federally reserved spectrum be opened for sharing in 10 years (Obama 2010) . But in order to realize such an ambitious goal without jeopardizing the services that existing systems render to critical missions, more functions will have to be squeezed into the same spectral space.
At the same time, there is a technological trend in radar design that runs counter to spectrum usage efficiency. Solid-state transmitters are becoming more popular for radar applications. Their primary advantage over traditional vacuum tube transmitters for weather radar applications is lower life cycle cost due to higher reliability. However, because solid-state transmitters operate at lower voltages with smaller peak powers, they need to use longer pulses to reach the same level of target sensitivity as tube-based systems. An example is the Airport Surveillance Radar-11 (ASR-11) with a solid-state transmitter operating at 25-kW peak power and 9% duty cycle, which replaced the older ASR-8 with a Klystron transmitter operating at 1.4-MW peak power and 0.07% duty cycle. Although interference potential is linearly dependent on peak power, it increases nonlinearly with transmission duty cycle (Sanders et al. 2006) . Therefore, all other parameters being equal, a radar with a solid-state transmitter will tend to have a higher potential for interfering with receivers compared to one with a tube-based transmitter.
Furthermore, communication devices, such as Wi-Fi transceivers, generally have duty cycles much higher than radars. These devices are rapidly proliferating around the world, and pulse interference filters are usually ineffective against this type of RFI. Thus, taken together with the growth of solid-state transmitters in radar systems, interference with weather radars-even those equipped with asynchronous pulse filters-can be expected only to worsen over time. It is desirable to develop RFI filtering mechanisms that are effective against higher duty cycle transmitters while avoiding false removal of weather signals.
Theoretical basis
Detecting RFI and discriminating it from weather signals can be framed in terms of base-band time series amplitude statistics. Since the I&Q base-band signal components at a given range gate are the result of summing over received signal from many scatterers that stochastically phase shift after each pulse period, the resulting distribution is Gaussian for both I and Q. The joint probability distribution of I and Q is the product of the individual probabilities, and the resulting I&Q time series amplitude distribution is a Rayleigh probability density function (e.g., Doviak and Zrnić 1993) . The receiver noise distribution is independent of the weather signal distribution and is also Gaussian for I and Q. Since the sum of independent Gaussian processes results in a Gaussian distribution, the I&Q amplitude distribution for weather plus receiver noise is still Rayleigh distributed. The problem, then, is how to flag pulses within a processing dwell that appear to go above the bounds of a presumed Rayleigh amplitude distribution.
Current RFI detectors compare the amplitude (or power) of each pulse to that of its immediate neighbors or the median over the dwell (Vaisala 2016; Lake et al. 2014) [alternatively, a proposed method would use a chisquared test to discriminate pulses that do not appear to fit into a Rayleigh amplitude distribution (Keränen et al. 2013) ]. Figure 1 illustrates the first two mentioned methods. The median-based detection is simple-compute the median power over the coherent processing interval (CPI) and look for any points above a certain threshold over the median (dashed line in Fig. 1 ). Some data buffering is required to calculate the median. Note that the median is used instead of the mean, since it is less affected by spikes in power from sources such as RFI. A sliding window mean that excludes the pulse position A CPI with 16 I&Q data points is shown with Rayleigh-distributed amplitudes except for an anomalously strong signal at pulse 9 (gray circle). Vertical scale is power in decibels. Shown are the median power over the CPI (dashed line), and the linearly averaged power over pulses 7 and 8 (solid gray horizontal line).
being evaluated, loosely analogous to a cell-averaging constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector for aircraft detection (e.g., Barton 2005) , might also be considered but that could still be contaminated by RFI in multiple pulses per dwell.
Vaisala's algorithm 3 (Vaisala-3) is currently used by the TDWR and looks only at three pulses at a time. For any pulse to be declared RFI, the absolute value of the difference in power between the previous two pulses must be below a certain threshold C 1 , and the absolute value of the difference between the power and the linear average of the powers of the previous two pulses (solid gray horizontal line in Fig. 1 ) must exceed another threshold C 2 . If any pulse power falls below the estimated receiver noise, then the noise power is used instead. Vaisala's three-point technique has the advantage of not assuming stationary statistics over the whole CPI, but its estimate of the background level using only two previous points is less robust. In either case, the computational burden is light and the performance is decent for RFI with high amplitude and low duty cycles. However, if the threshold for detection is set too low, then the false alarm rate becomes too high. Thus, the threshold must be kept high, which prevents weaker RFI from being flagged reliably. Also, as the interferer duty cycle rises, the chance that two or more consecutive pulses in the dwell get contaminated increases (Fig. 2) . And in this case, the technique of comparing each pulse with its immediate neighbors does not work.
How does one improve the probability of detection P D for weak RFI while suppressing the probability of false alarm P FA as much as possible? Figure 2 , righthand panel, provides a clue. The problematic RFI cases (high duty cycles) generally have pulse lengths that are much longer than the range sampling interval of the receiving weather radar. This means that interference tends to exist along the ''fast time'' (range) dimension in multiple consecutive gates for a given pulse position in the ''slow time'' (pulse sample) dimension. Therefore, the extra information collected in the fast-time dimension can be used to improve the P D and P FA statistics. Specifically how this is done is explained below.
To illustrate with a concrete example, suppose that the I&Q weather signal amplitude distribution is given by 
where jVj is the signal amplitude and s is the scale parameter of the Rayleigh distribution [and s 2 is the meansquare value of I (equal to that of Q)]. The median of the distribution is s (2 ln2) 1/2 , so we can define a ratio of signal power jVj 2 to the median power as
The Rayleigh cumulative distribution function (CDF) for jVj is 1 2 e 2jVj 2 /(2s 2 ) ; rewriting it as a function of G using (2), we get 1 2 e 2Gln2 . The probability that a given I&Q data point power exceeds the median signal power by factor G is 1 minus the CDF, which is e 2Gln2 . Then the probability that the powers in the same I&Q data position in sample time across N consecutive range gates all exceed their respective median powers for each range gate-that is, P FA -is e 2NGln2 . We choose the median rather than the mean as the baseline, because it is less susceptible to outliers (i.e., potential RFI signals) within the sample distribution. For a given P FA , the RFI power detection threshold ratio is 
Thus, by examining N consecutive range gates instead of one, the same P FA can be achieved with a lower R, which illustrates the advantage of expanding the RFI filter to two dimensions. In other words, RFI with lower interference-to-signal ratios (ISRs) or INRs can be detected without unduly increasing the P FA . For example, if P FA 5 10 26 is desired, then the power ratio threshold (dB), 10 logR, can be reduced from 13 dB for N 5 1 to 8.2 dB for N 5 3. Note that the abovementioned discussion assumes that weather signals are uncorrelated in range time. This is a valid assumption for radars operating with range sample intervals matching the pulse width. (Figure 3 presents example mean range correlation magnitude versus range lag under fairly uniform weather conditions for TDWR and NEXRAD, showing rapid decorrelation with range as expected.) I&Q data that are oversampled in range violate this assumption. In reality, however, it is impossible to estimate the median of the distribution with perfect accuracy, which degrades P FA performance. In CFAR literature this is known as CFAR loss (Barton 2005) . The estimate error depends on the number of data points available, that is, the number of pulses in a CPI [note that the median should not be taken over the entire two-dimensional (2D) domain, since each range gate can have different background weather signal powers]. Figure 4 shows the results of running Monte Carlo simulations of I&Q signal amplitudes with median powers estimated from CPIs with 16 and 64 data points. The difference between the simulation and theoretical result of (3) increases with fewer CPI pulses as expected.
The results of Fig. 4 would serve as an appropriate threshold lookup table for a 2D RFI detector if the interference amplitude over multiple range gates is constant. This is because the detection requirement of amplitude threshold exceedance over N consecutive gates is a good match to a steady interference signal. However, examination of wireless device signals received by TDWR shows that their amplitude variation over range gates is often noiselike (Cho 2011) . A highly variable RFI signal will not reliably exceed detection thresholds over consecutive range gates. The solution is to base the detection condition on some sort of average across range gates. Consequently, we devised an alternative formulation of taking the mean of the power ratio (dB), MEAN(10 logR), over N consecutive range gates, as the threshold criterion. Ratios are calculated at each range gate, because the sample-time Rayleigh amplitude distributions are independent from gate to gate. The corresponding plots of averaged power ratios to P FA are shown in Fig. 5 . Comparing the results to Fig. 4 , we can see that the price to be paid for robust detection of noisy interferers is a rise in detection thresholds for a given P FA .
In both Figs. 4 and 5, the largest ''gain'' is obtained between N 5 1 and N 5 3-that is, just by including the pulse power statistics of the immediately adjacent range gates, the CFAR detection threshold can be lowered significantly. This is a useful result, because even low duty cycle pulsed radar RFI tends to span a few range gates for weather radars such as TDWR and NEXRAD with gate intervals of 150-250 m. An example of this can be seen in the left-hand panel of Fig. 2 . Table 1 summarizes the simulation results for use in the 2D filter algorithm that follows in the next section. The entries are RFI detection thresholds (dB) for power averaged over the given number of range gates and at the specified P FA , as graphically shown in Fig. 5 . The maximum range window length of 11 is arbitrary. This can certainly be extended to wider windows, and it will be effective on RFI cases that exist in consecutive range gates to those lengths. However, increased computational load will be a cost.
Algorithm for phased array radars
The discussion so far assumes that the I&Q amplitude distribution in each CPI and range gate is drawn from a statistically stationary pool. This is a good assumption with electronically scanned phased array radars with antenna beams that do not move during each CPI. FIG. 3 . Mean range correlation magnitude vs range lag computed for TDWR and NEXRAD I&Q data using (4) from Curtis and Torres (2013) . Range and azimuth data were selected for fairly uniform weather without ground clutter or interference from the same data used for However, for radars with mechanically scanned dish antennas, the sampled volume changes with each pulse in the CPI; therefore, the samples may be polled from a distribution that is varying. This is a complication that is addressed in section 4. For now, we will describe the 2D RFI filter as implemented for an antenna beam that is stationary during each CPI.
The algorithm takes the excess-power-over-median approach and extends it to two dimensions. To illustrate, Fig. 6 shows simulated I&Q power over five range gates. The background amplitudes are Rayleigh distributed as from weather returns or noise. In pulse 9, additional power is injected to mimic RFI. Taking the middle panel (range gate 3), the power exceeds the median in the CPI by 7 dB. If we specify P FA 5 10 26 , then we see from Table 1 that for a 16-pulse CPI and range gate window of length 1, the detection threshold is 16.3 dB. Thus, with the traditional one-dimensional approach, this would be a missed detection. However, if we extend the range gate window to length 3 and average the log-power ratio to the median over three gates, we get a mean excess of 12.7 dB, which exceeds the corresponding threshold of 10.1 dB. Similarly, a range gate window of length 5 yields an average power excess of 11.8 dB, which exceeds the corresponding 8.1-dB threshold.
The user can decide which range gate window lengths to incorporate into the RFI detector. For example, the window lengths 1 and 3 could be used in combination, or window lengths 1, 5, and 9. The trade-off is that as the number of window lengths used in combination is increased, the P D will rise, but the cumulative P FA and the computational burden will go up. For the rest of the paper, we will use lengths N 5 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 with the windows centered on the gate of interest. The steps for the algorithm are shown below in Table 2 .
Optimal data interpolation is not the subject of this paper. For the results shown in later sections, we employed linear interpolation across pulses for amplitude. The phase sequence in each CPI was unwrapped before linear interpolation was applied. Then the resulting phase information was added to the interpolated amplitudes with a complex exponential multiplication. [a simpler alternative is to linearly interpolate over the I (real) and Q (imaginary) series separately; however, doing this we found that the resulting amplitudes in the interpolated positions sometimes over-or undershot their neighbors, which was not good for display purposes]. If RFI detection flags were set at the edge of a CPI, we filled those positions with the same I&Q value of the nearest neighbor.
Also, for the lowest and highest range gate indices, the full range window span was not available. In those cases, the windows were truncated so that index i would not go below the first gate or above the last gate.
a. Performance evaluation using simulated data
The performance of the novel 2D RFI detector using simulated data is tested with the focus on Wi-Fi interference. To characterize the received signal amplitude statistics in I&Q data, we examined the data collected by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Program Support Facility (PSF) TDWR during Wi-Fi RFI simulation on 17 June 2009. Three devices (Motorola Canopy, Cisco 802.11, and Axxcelera WiMax 802.16) were simulated using a vector signal generator, a device that can output a wide variety of industrystandard digitally modulated waveforms. Output power levels were systematically varied in the range 227 to 110 dBm. The signal was injected into a 40-dB reverse coupler in front of the waveguide switch (R. Gautam 2009, personal communication) . The system noise power was about 2109 dBm. For all three devices, the TDWR's signal power fits exponential distributions quite well (or, equivalently, Rayleigh distributions for the amplitudes). Figure 7 shows the histogram and best fit to an exponential for received I&Q power from simulated Motorola Canopy signals. Therefore, we will model Wi-Fi interference I&Q amplitudes using the noiselike Rayleigh distribution in the ''fast'' time dimension. (The amplitude statistics in the ''slow'' time domain will not be Rayleigh distributed, due to the irregular on/off transmission patterns.) This choice is conservative-if the Wi-Fi interference power in the I&Q data is steadier, then the 2D detector will perform even better than in the simulation. In general, Wi-Fi waveform characteristics vary depending on the device class, and the duty cycle will depend on the data throughput rate (Keränen et al. 2013) .
To simulate a background of receiver noise (or weather), we used a matrix of 11 range gates 3 64 pulses filled with randomly generated Rayleigh-distributed amplitudes. The scale parameter was arbitrarily set to one-the exact value does not matter, since the detection thresholds are independent of it [see, e.g., (3)]. However, by using the same scale parameter for all range gates, we are assuming that, for a weather background case, the weather SNR is constant over these gates. Additionally, we created an 11-gate vector filled with randomly generated Rayleigh-distributed amplitudes to represent the RFI signal present at a single pulse position (pulse 32). The RFI amplitudes were scaled so that the average power ratio to the noise, or the INR, was set to a specified value. Note that the INR could also be interpreted as the ISR, where ''signal'' means weather signal, since both weather returns and receiver noise have Rayleigh amplitude distributions. The RFI amplitudes were converted to complex values by multiplying with random-phase complex exponentials and then added to the noise amplitudes at pulse 32 (also converted to complex numbers using random phases). Absolute values of the complex sums were then taken to convert them back to amplitudes. The result was 11 consecutive range gates worth of 64-pulse CPIs of simulated I&Q amplitude data, where all gates at pulse 32 were contaminated by RFI with a specified mean INR.
The simulated data in the middle range gate (gate 6) was fed to the 1D RFI detectors, while the entire array was passed to the 2D RFI detector. For the Vaisala-3 algorithm, we set C 1 5 11.8 dB and C 2 5 13.8 dB. For the 1D median algorithm, we set the threshold to 13.8 dB. For the 2D RFI detector, we used the thresholds from the 64-pulse P FA 5 10 26 entries in single gate threshold for the 2D detector then is 13.8 dB, which aligns with the thresholds for the 1D cases). Three subcases were run for the 2D algorithm using two range windows (of lengths 1 and 3), four range windows (of lengths 1, 3, 5, and 7), and six range windows (of lengths 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11). Detection statistics were compiled based on the presence of RFI in gate 6, pulse 32. False alarm statistics were calculated based on all the other pulses in gate 6. Various INR values were tested, and 1 million Monte Carlo ''dice rolls'' per INR were conducted. The results are shown in Fig. 8 . The 2D algorithm is clearly superior over all INRs, and the detection performance improves as the number of range gate windows used increases. This will be true as long as the interference persists in the range dimension inside the window spans. The P FA values were 5 3 10 23 for Vaisala-3 and 1 3 10 26 for the 1D median algorithm (as expected, since the excess-over-median threshold was chosen based on P FA 5 10 26 ). For the 2D algorithm, the false alarms rates were 2 3 10 26 (two range windows), 4 3 10 26 (four range windows), and 6 3 10 26 (six range windows). The aggregate false alarm rates for the 2D detector increases linearly as more neighboring range gates are included as expected, a small price to pay for the nonlinear improvement in P D at low INRs. There will, however, also be a cost in increased computational time as more range gate windows are included. This is a trade-off that should be studied in the future after the algorithm has been implemented in a real-time processing system. As noted earlier, the simulation results shown in Fig. 8 assumed a constant Rayleigh scaling factor for all range gates, which is valid when the background is just system noise or weather signal with no variability with range. Sharp gradients in weather reflectivity with range occur, of course. Thus, we introduced varying levels of background amplitude gradients in the simulation by using different Rayleigh scaling factors for different range gates. The results consistently showed, as in Fig. 8 , the 2D algorithm significantly outperforming the 1D algorithms.
b. Demonstration on real data
In December 2010, three Wi-Fi devices were tested at the FAA PSF in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. Each device was set up on a warehouse rooftop 4795 m from the PSF TDWR at 17.48 bearing with respect to magnetic north. The height of the rooftop was at 391 m MSL, which was 34 m below the altitude of the TDWR antenna feed horn. For each device type, an access point (master) and client devices were set up 1-8 m apart on the rooftop (Carroll et al. 2011) . Figure 9 shows TDWR I&Q data power in range versus pulse number format during a time when device C (an 802.11 Wi-Fi unit designed for indoor use) was transmitting. Its power output was set to maximum (17 dBm) with a bandwidth of 20 MHz and a center frequency matched to the TDWR's operating frequency (5620 MHz). The TDWR transmitted at a PRF of 1950 Hz, and its antenna was pointed directly at the device. Because the TDWR's antenna was not rotating, it is an appropriate stand-in for a phased array radar. The RFI filter algorithms discussed in the previous section with the same power thresholds were applied to the data. (For the 2D filter, six range windows of lengths 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 were used.) As with the simulations, the 2D filter significantly outperformed the other algorithms in detection and filtering. Testing on other RFI datasets shows similar improvements. Note that the theoretical per-pulse false alarm rates are very low (6 3 10 26 for the 2D filter), so even better performance could be expected if higher false alarm rates could be tolerated.
Algorithm modification for mechanically rotating radars
As noted earlier, if the antenna beam is moved during a CPI, then the amplitude statistics of weather returns is no longer stationary. Also, ground clutter signal amplitudes can change dramatically as the antenna scans along each object. In this case, the median computed over a dwell may not be appropriate for all pulses in the dwell. If the whole-dwell median is always used on a mechanically scanned radar, then the false alarm rate for median-based RFI detection will be raised significantly over the theoretical values computed in section 2. The problem is illustrated in the lefthand panel of Fig. 10 . The black circles denote the pulses that were declared to be interference by the 2D RFI detector. In this case all the data were either ground clutter (at near range) or weather (at far range), so the circles are false alarms. The clusters of false alarms on the ground clutter gates are especially problematic, since the replacement of all those consecutive pulses could have a detrimental effect on clutter filtering.
In principle, the most logical solution to the changing background amplitude statistics is to employ a sliding window median instead of a static whole-dwell median. For example, a window with the length of the CPI could be used to compute the median for every pulse position centered on the window within the dwell. This would necessitate buffering I&Q data over each dwell 6 1 /2 CPI and recalculating the median for every pulse position. This is not unreasonable and likely implementable in most cases. However, as the 2D RFI filter already has an increased computational burden compared to the conventional 1D algorithms, a more efficient solution is desired for real-time implementation. We propose an alternative solution as follows. Between steps 3 and 4 in the 2D RFI filter algorithm described in Table 2 , do the following: Divide each CPI into thirds and compute median powers over each third (left, center, right) . If the ratio of a third-of-a-dwell median to the whole-dwell median is above a specified value, then the filter will use the partial-dwell median for pulses in the corresponding third of the CPI. As the purpose of using a more ''local'' median is to prevent unwanted false alarms from antenna rotation, that is, to be conservative, only positive deviations from the whole-dwell median are acted upon. Currently, we are using a linear factor of 2 for the partial-to-whole median threshold.
The result of applying this conditional median approach is shown in the right-hand panel of Fig. 10 . There are no black circles, indicating that the false alarm rate has dropped to 0, which is the desired outcome. We also ran the simulation-based detection performance measurement from section 3a with the conditional median, and the results were indistinguishable from the run with the 2D detection algorithm with the unconditional median.
If this method of compensating for a nonstationary dwell is still yielding too many false alarms on ground clutter targets than is deemed acceptable, then an additional check could be put in place. The dominant presence of stationary ground clutter could be detected by computing the clutter phase alignment (CPA; Hubbert et al. 2009 ) over each dwell. If the CPA is greater than a threshold indicating high probability of clutter, then the RFI detection thresholds could be raised for that dwell, or the detector could be turned off altogether.
Further studies are needed to show what the false alarm rates are on a variety of weather and clutter conditions, to quantify the effects on base data quality, and ultimately to establish specifications for maximum acceptable false alarm rates.
Demonstration on real data
During Wi-Fi device testing at the FAA PSF in December 2010, data were collected by the TDWR in stationary pointing mode (e.g., Fig. 9 ) and in normal scanning modes. Signal from device A with its operating frequency set to match the TDWR's was detected in azimuths 138-208 with the radar in monitor scanning mode for the lowest elevation angle of 0.38 (Cho 2011) . (Device A is used by Internet service providers for fixed wireless networking.) The Wi-Fi signals were weak enough that even without any RFI filtering, visual evidence was visible only in the I&Q power plots and the spectrum width data. The device talk-to-listen ratio was fixed at 85:15, and its channel bandwidth was 20 MHz. So, this represented a very difficult case for RFI filtering of low INR and high duty cycle interferer. Figure 11 shows spectrum width plots of this case with and without the different RFI filters. The same threshold parameters applied in the previous section were used. Only the 2D RFI filter with its sensitivity to low INRs was able to significantly clean up the anomalously high spectrum widths in azimuths 138-208. We can also compare the performance of the various filters on relatively high INR and low duty cycle RFI. The left-hand panel of Fig. 2 represents such a case. Even though the maximum INR per interfering pulse lands in only one or two range gates, the tails of the pulse extend across multiple gates at a much diminished power level. Thus, the 2D RFI filter can be more effective than the 1D counterparts even for this case. RFI-contaminated radials clearly visible to the westsouthwest in the no-filter plot (top left). These are the same data from which Fig. 2 was drawn. More RFI signals are progressively filtered out with the application of the Vaisala-3 (top right), 1D median (bottom left), and 2D (bottom right) algorithms. Figure 13 shows spectrum width (the most sensitive base data field to RFI contamination) plots for the same data with similar results.
Other techniques
Amplitude anomaly detection is not the only way to flag and filter RFI. In the Doppler spectral domain, Wi-Fi interference in weather radars presents as white noise (Joe et al. 2005) . Because this type of RFI appears as a raised spectrum noise floor and not a compact spectral feature, it is not possible to cleanly separate the interference spectrum from the weather spectrum. However, it is possible to detect the anomalous increase in the spectral noise floor and subtract the excess power. If the weather spectrum is not completely covered up by the rise in the noise floor, its moment estimates can be improved. In fact, such a procedure is used in the TDWR to extend the clutter suppression capability beyond the system stability limit (Cho 2010) , and it was shown to be a viable technique for RFI suppression (Cho 2011) with the caveats mentioned above.
For weather radars with dual-polarization capability, a spectral polarimetric filter has been proposed (Rojas et al. 2012) . As there is overlap in the spectral polarimetric properties of RFI and other signal types, the fuzzy classification algorithm cannot be expected to perform perfectly. However, Doppler spectral filtering is the only option when the duty cycle of the interferer surpasses ;50% (e.g., Fig. 2, right-hand panel) , because in the time domain not enough clean data are left to provide a valid background distribution for detection and interpolation. In this sense time-domain and spectral-domain RFI filtering techniques are complementary, and they may be used together for maximum effectiveness to cover the entire interferer duty cycle space.
Finally, pulse phase information also has utility for RFI detection. Since weather signals have a phase change trend from pulse to pulse (used to estimate the radial velocity), whereas RFI signals have random phase distribution across sample time, in principle this information can be used in addition to the amplitude data to discriminate between RFI and weather. Specifically, we were able to show that time-lag phase variance of weather and stationary ground clutter was noticeably different from that of RFI and receiver noise. Via a fuzzy logic combination with an amplitude exceedance interest field, we could improve the detection and false alarm rates over using the amplitude variable alone. However, the performance gain was small compared to extending the amplitude anomaly detection algorithm to 2D. Furthermore, the time-lag phase variance properties depended on weather signal spectrum width and SNR. In the end, therefore, we decided against incorporating this extra information into our amplitude-only 2D algorithm, especially since computational burden was a concern for real-time implementation.
Summary
We showed that amplitude-anomaly-based detection of RFI, when extended to the 2D range-and-sample-time domain, can be made more sensitive to low-INR (or low ISR) cases and more reliable for high-INR (or high ISR) cases. The 2D RFI filter is especially suitable for low to medium duty cycle interferers, such as Wi-Fi devices operating under moderate talk-to-listen ratios and radars. With the rising popularity of solid-state transmitters for radar, with duty cycles of ;10%, the 2D RFI filter could correspondingly grow to become an important tool for suppressing interference with weather radars.
The only drawback to this new algorithm is the increase in computational burden over the currently used 1D filters. However, its parameters can be adjusted to allow a direct trade-off between filtering performance and processor load. In the range-time dimension, the number of range gate windows used linearly impacts computational time. In the sample-time dimension, the whole-dwell median window could be split into subdivisions of the CPI (for stationary beams) or replaced by a very short moving median window (for continuously scanning beams) to reduce the computational load; there is a considerable history of research on fast sliding median calculations that could be leveraged (e.g., Juhola et al. 1991) . This flexibility should allow the new 2D algorithm to be implemented in most real-time signal processors in some form.
Finally, there is a new interagency program in the United States that is investigating the feasibility of opening up the 1.3-1.35-GHz RF window, currently reserved for federal systems, to auction for commercial bidders by 2024. Dubbed the Spectrum Efficient National Surveillance Radar (SENSR) program, it brings together the FAA, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the Department of Defense, and the Department of Homeland Security for coordinated planning of the future national airspace surveillance infrastructure (e.g., Rockwell 2017). Clearly, optimizing radar network spectrum usage is a primary concern for SENSR, and improved tolerance for interference through means, such as the 2D RFI filter, is a key objective.
One potential solution for SENSR is consolidating some or all of the legacy radar functions into a single type of multifunction phased array radar (MPAR; Weber et al. 2007 ). As noted earlier, phased arrays with their stationary antenna positions over each CPI fit particularly well with the 2D RFI filter algorithm. We suggest that further testing of this new algorithm be conducted with MPAR proof-of-concept systems such as the Advanced Technology Demonstrator (Stailey and Hondl 2016) .
